An overview of psychiatric research leaves one in a quandary. Each sub-speciality, ranging from biochemistry to psychoanalysis claims primacy for its hypotheses and alleges the truth, with resulting confusion between the negative findings of neuropathology (32) as opposed to the positive observations of Winkelman (31) the very positive assertions of psychoanalysis (18) and equally positive statements of various theoreticians in biochemistry (11, 12, 14, 15) , not to mention the role of poetry (21) and music therapy, as well as psychodrama. If research is a quest for the truth and the truth be a unitary phenomenon then, with so many 'truths' it must be concluded that the real truth may lie elsewhere. This paper is in no way intended to detract from the contributions made by scientific research to civilization, nor is it concerned with the relationship of science to the social scene, but is more concerned with the significant problems which plague psychiatric research, and several avenues for discussion are suggested. The main concern is to raise questions which retrospectively seem to be hindering forward movement in psychiatry towards an understanding at a biologic level.
Some years ago (6) it was suggested that a psychoanalytical approach to understanding the drives, conflicts and attempts at solution of the research worker in psychiatry might yield information of interest, useful for the interpretation of such varied and diverse findings relating to the same subject. At that time it was proposed that marked neurotic trends seriously. impeded constructive research and an analysis was made of the manner in which unhealthy drives interfered with original investigation. The suggestions were made that the investigator cannot divorce himself from his 17 (1972) choice of research subject, the methodology, experimental analysis and conclusions, not to mention the relationships with peers and superiors which are bound to colour any investigation, even if only peripherally. Kubie stated that ". . . the structure of science adds layer on layer, each burdened by more subtle and complex unconscious emotional investment, demanding of the scientist an even greater clarity about the role of his own unconscious processes in his conscious theories and experiments, and each requiring an ever more rigorous correction for the influence of unconscious preconception." (19 ) Scientific objectivity would theoretically negate this warning but there is evidence that this hallmark of science may have been a fantasy created to repress more subtle, unconscious desires which most researchobsessive attitudes are destined to control. Richards (24) stated that "... objectivity is but one of many man-made concepts for coping with change. None of them is more than an abstraction of reality and, therefore, less than the full reality; indeed often a poor model. Since it is an abstraction by the observer, it is independent of the observer." Cohen (5) noted that creative work by scientists combines ", . . subjective, nonrational, intuitive, personal imagination with experience, fact, and conventional models to create new concepts." Then it could be asked if objectivity is nothing more than a highly polarized, externalized form of repression. The scientific investigator must thus remain aloof and detached. But in a two person interaction, whether this be people/people, or people/machine, can this be so? What makes the scientist decide where the needle has come to rest, which statistical method to use or which literature citation to quote in his paper?
The scientific experiment is set up as a model with its hypothesis destined to be proven or on the contrary disproven. What 55-84 CANADIAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION JOURNAL Vol. 17,55-II is not realized is that the mere setting down of a hypothesis almost preordains the conclusion. It is a form of free association which is straight-jacketed by the scientific method, but nevertheless is subject to all the vicissitudes of the central nervous system. The hypothesis is arrived at by a series of conscious and undoubtedly unconscious feelings and thoughts. It is set down, and by tradition assumed to be inviolate. Delineation and exploration require decisions and these must obviously be based on experience and conscious evaluation, and therefore cannot be objective.
McGee et al. (23) evaluated a small group-living program with twenty-six schizophrenic, hospitalized war veterans who received no pharmacological or somatic treatments. Their treatment consisted of group psychotherapy, psychodrama, library activity, music, dancing, occupational and recreational therapies. Control subjects did receive drugs and/or psychotherapy. The authors concluded that "... of the six criteria of change hypothesized, both groups showed significant and comparable positive changes in five criteria. The group-living program made significantly greater positive changes on one criterion, more realistic selfconcept in evaluation of self-worth." This paper notes that "... a belief is mandatory in the therapeutic potency of the group dynamic phenomenon" and although science rules out appeals to reason .and dictates the primacy of logic it would appear that one must believe in order to prove, and of this scientific studies are made in psychiatry. How frequently are hypotheses invalidated by experiments? The almost blind acceptance of the logic of the scientific method with its preliminary hypothesis, without taking cognizance of the emotional substratum, may explain some of the more extraordinary diversity of results seen in studies of the same subject.
It could have been expected that from the vast body of experimental data produced over the years some idea would evolve which might afford a closer insight into the basic nature of mental illness. Actually, the experimental approach as presently conceived does not seem to represent an unbiased, critical, healthy effort in problem solving but rather an attempted solution of internal conflict which has been externalized as a scientific experiment. It would seem that behind every paper lies at times a quest for the truth and perhaps more frequently a search for solution of neurotic conflict. How else to explain that the etiology of schizophrenia ranges from a 'double bind' in a pathologic family relationship, through recessive gene defects, biochemical deficiencies, lack of vitamins, immunological disorders and finally, in our socially conscious world, poverty.
The cold logician will declare that the choice of research fields by the laboratory scientist or even the clinical scientist would be dictated by personal interests, and this is possible but it is also conceivable that these interests result from a whole series of frustrations, experiences, wishes and fantasies dating back to early life and which are now resolved through being channeled into research, with subject and method accurately reflecting the experimenter. Is a choice the result of fortuitous 'happenings' or a need for detachment, a difficulty relating to people, a marked aggressivity which explodes on human contact? In the laboratory is the research vehicle chosen using high resolution techniques aimed at visualizing structures at one angstrom unit -a macromolecular separation technique for single amino acid analysis, the development of light scattering techniques to inferentially determine bending planes of molecules, or protein purification methods for X-rays crystallography -the result of experimental needs, or is this the neurotic solution of an obsessive compulsive whose tensions and conflicts are controlled by emotional constriction (narrowing of the cathectic field) and withdrawal? There are no data on psychodynamic observations of laboratory scientists since their defences are so well structured by their work that disturbing symptoms are not openly evident, and hence visits to the psychoanalyst are rare. They will rebel against this control for the same reason that research was chosen -a need for freedom. Does the passive voice and impersonal gender (25) serve to guard against repressed grandiosity in final communication of results? The first person singular is rarely used in scientific studies except perhaps for personal essays.
It may be said that the manner in which an animal is sacrificed, whether by decapitation, a stunning blow, an air embolus or by ether is a matter of convenience. The psychoanalyst, and with reason, will hold that the choice of method is a clear indication of the scientist's inner feelings. The choice of treatment for depression by the psychiatrist is equally significant, be it drugs, electroshock, psychoanalysis or milieu treatment, especially since some say that doing nothing will have the same therapeutic effect -and there is some truth in this.
The scientific method requires intricate external manipulation of single variables in the experimental design, the use of complicated mathematical treatment of the results, and their exposition in a cold, detached, impersonal scientific paper. These requirements indicate a refusal to acknowledge the psychological substratum of human existence. If the complexity of the environmental -inner biochemical interaction is added, then the problem becomes almost insoluble. Human existence is of such a nature that rigid compartmentalization of any single component is a mere artifact and the reduction of healthy living to neurosis. No psychological or for that matter biochemical phenomenon can be isolated for analysis without disturbing the total body economy. Even cells and cell cultures are susceptible to afferent stimuli, and this includes the effect of light and dark on the size of rabbit retinal synaptic vesicles (7). Manipulation of light intensity influenced the body weight and brain cholinester.ase activity of thirtyday old female white rats (26) . Patients will react differently to any experimental situation and if a single variable is inserted different responses are considered causally related. Little or no account is taken of the untold, unseen, unspoken and unknown interaction variables between subject and setting and within the subject.
The mathematical analysis of experimental data is subject to the choice of statistical treatment. Different methods give different results. Lave and Seskin (20) in another context (air pollution) have discussed the relationship of sample size to end result, even though the methodology was correct. Thus, notwithstanding the experiment with all of its in-built variables, the mathematical analysis can induce further errors, depending upon the unconscious needs of the investigator.
Presentation of experimental results concerning the same subject can give rise to some startling differences. In the past strong positions have been taken with regard to the effect of psychotomimetic drugs on chromosomes. Some were adamant that LSD produces chromosomal damage (9, 17) while others held a contrary view (3). Others reported grossly abnormal embryos after LSD was injected into mice in early pregnancy (1,2,13), while Warkany and Takacs (30), DiPaolo (8) One of the leading psychiatric journals in Europe has published many articles which, through an intricate series of mathematical analyses, have arrived at showing that a particular treatment was without value -a fact that any good clinician could determine through observation on the ward. It would almost appear that a national psychology of despondency, despair, depression and hopelessness was being externalized in research through an aggressive and destructive approach to all that was extra-national in origin. It is of interest that Eiduson (10) , in discussing personality patterns of various scientists, has stated in one case that ". . . another's inadequacies were tied up with his feelings of rejection by the mother, feelings so deep seated that despite his excellent per- Today a paper asserting that psychotomimetic drugs are useful therapeutic agents could hardly find acceptance in any journal. The current stands of governments and newspapers are against their use. Various reasons would be given by the journals such as 'not significantly controlled', 'information anecdotal' or 'description of case histories are gruesome' and so on. Are we then to believe that the referees are unbiased? This could hardly be the case.
It would seem impossible to be unable to replicate a clinical psychopharmacological study, using the same drug with the same type of patient even though in different countries. Yet, this has happened. In the light of studies on drug metabolism between different groups it is unreasonable to draw any inferences regarding clinical effectiveness of pharmacological compounds unless something is known about the drug metabolism in each subject. Variations among individuals in phenylbutazone metabolism appeared to be genetically controlled (29) . The initial studies here with butaperazine were unsuccessful, since the European dosage recommendations were followed. A second study using higher dosage was more effective. Finally a joint transcultural study was done with Bente of the University of Erlangen in Germany, in which his group studied the clinical effects of butaperazine, the psychological findings and electroencephalographic effects in the population of Manhattan State Hospital and those in Erlangen. The patients were matched and the observations made by the same group in both institutions. The results showed that to achieve the same therapeutic effect the German population required about one-half to one-third less butaperazine than did the New York group, and the former group developed many more extrapyramidal reactions and dyskinesia at this lower dosage. The electroencephalographic findings were different for each group and showed a differential response to chemotherapy. If such results were unknown and one unconsciously wanted to produce a negative result it would be simple to say that the European findings "... could not be confirmed." (4) The drama is represented in psychiatry by an absolute discord and lack of relationship or understanding between laboratory scientists who observe phenomena at the subcellular level (unrelated to human beings) and clinicians who are confronted with the daily realities of mental illness -cancer of the mind. The narrowing of the focus of activities to subcellular particles just barely visible at the highest magnification of the electron microscope strongly suggest a withdrawal based on difficulties in human relatedness. Yet a bold attack on this absorbing clinical problem of schizophrenia will only come through a 'brave new' synthesis of thinking from within the patient and from without; that is to say from the laboratory and from the clinical scientist Ultimately this depends upon a solution of the human problem of understanding between the laboratory and the clinical scientist. These in turn are rendered difficult by a collision of foci -one is narrowed and the other is broad. The laboratory was chosen because human contact was difficult or impossible and the clinician cannot be bound by the obsessive restraints of research procedures in the laboratory. Keen clinical observations can unravel many mysteries up to a point, but these are deemed to be subjective, whereas objective requirements disregard the basic fluidity of the human machine.
The following conclusions, applicable mostly to clinical scientists, have already been stated but bear restatement since in 1970 they are equally applicable to laboratory scientists. Maturity, emotional stability, self-understanding, and self-discipline are prerequisites of any good scientist. see for the benefit of our colleagues who could not witness the work. We search for new facts in the ward or laboratory and as vectors of this information our sole interest is in its transmission. Once the data are presented as a function of the investigator they become contaminated. Maturity implies acceptance of responsibility. The reporting 'of an experiment requires that the investigator assume the responsibliity for his findings and not delegate them to tests, statistics or to others. (6) This is an important task in psychiatry, for we are still groping for clues. The problems are so numerous and so complicated by many other facts that at least one must remain constantthe investigator. He must become more aware of himself in relationship to others, be it to people, instruments, machines or animals. His role, his relatedness, needs, hopes and problems must be understood by himself before he embarks on solving the problems of others. He must see himself as part of a dynamic interplay between various internal and external forces to which he alone can bring stability. He must be thoroughly aware of his influence on a setting he has created and of its influence on him.
The investigator must come to terms with himself and achieve that elusive inner tranquility so necessary when exploring the unknown. This in no way implies an anxietyfree state, for anxiety may very well be the motor of creativity. The moment the investigator creates, in a parallel way he destroys. Each phase whether it is creation or destruction can be anxiety producing. If the inner life is free from the compressions of the superego or the tyranny of the id, the ego forces can be productive and creative. Research proceeds at a cadence in harmony with the inner self. The greater its stability, the sooner will come a constructive era in psychiatry.
The thoughts advanced in this presentation are in no way intended to lead to the ideal investigator, for he does not exist. It is a matter of arriving at a balance of forces, leading to greater creativity and productivity with the least amount of emotional toil.
Conclusion
Some psychodynamic observations of the research worker in psychiatry have been considered in the light of observations over twelve years. Fundamental psychological problems remain to be worked through, whether these relate to the clinical investigator or to the laboratory scientist.
